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Abstract

This paper presents a technique to measure and collect maintenance data for remote monitor of high voltage transformer.
he technique installs field instruments to measure winding temperature, cooling-oil temperature, inner pressure, electrical
ower, and so on. IoT2040 is applied for acquisition (DAQ), processing unit and smart gateway. It converts field data into
nformation that enables for real time monitoring and preventive maintenance applications. This technique can transform time-
ased maintenance to condition-based maintenance. In addition, the proposed script functions are created based on failure
odes and effects analysis (FMEA) to identify alarm and alert conditions. Consideration alarm-referenced parameters that are

iagnostic, performance/efficiency analysis relate to operation or communication conditions also assign by script functions. The
elevant data from IoT2040 can be transmitted to the local computer as well as a remote-mobile devices running the dashboard
ith Ubidots server. Ubidots server is responsible for HMI and delivering specific alarm and alert services to the user. Users

an access for remote monitoring by smart phone, tablet, laptop, and PC. The experiment performs by simulation with 3 phase
il immersed distribution transformer. Electrical specification is 50 Hz 250 kVA, 22 kV, 400/230 V. The results shown the

ssigned data, dashboard, and notices message that notices relate the FMEA scripts. The technique provides early warning
etection of transformer statuses that make opportunity to take corrective action to prevent failure.
c 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

eer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the 7th International Conference on Power and Energy Systems Engineering, CPESE,
020.
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1. Introduction

Transformer is main device in electric power transmission and distribution system. The preventive maintenance of
ransformer has become increasingly necessary to improve the reliability of the electrical power system. Transformer
ad problems caused from various reasons such as equipment damage, case leakage, overload, temperature. The
ost important parameter of transformer monitoring is temperature that rapids rise while over current condition. It
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is causing rapid degradation of transformer insulation which affects to the many problems have been described [1,2].
The condition for monitoring transformer uses the variety of testing to determine the healthiness of transformer.
Normally auxiliary protective devices installed on transformers do not provide log data of the transformer itself.
Moreover, internet of thing (IoT) device has been applied for online monitor with difference parameters of
transformer has been proposed [3,4]. Parameters to be monitored during overload including under voltage, over
current and under frequency has been also described [5]. For [6] describes the protection of power transformer from
fault condition by using the Wavelet transforms of magnetizing inrush currents and internal fault. The quadrature
method for calculating RMS voltage is used to efficiently detect power quality event by test real time monitoring
for voltage events based on Labview [7]. Moreover, the security monitoring and network management for the
power transformers has been presented [8]. Also load monitoring of transformer has been presented is capable
of measuring voltage, current and power. The developing a transformer monitoring and alert system helps to able to
fix in time whenever transformer abnormal. All collected data are sent to a master unit using a GSM modem saved
to a database server [9]. The paper presents technique to transform time-based maintenance to condition-based
maintenance. In addition, the proposed script functions are created based on failure modes and effects analysis
(FMEA) [10] to identify alarm and alert conditions. Consideration alarm-referenced parameters that are diagnostic,
performance/efficiency analysis relate to operation or communication conditions also assign by script functions.
IoT2040 is applied to communicate with field devices for collecting and execution the assigned parameters such as
temperature, oil level, pressure, and electrical power. IoT2040 is an industrial controller that can work 24/7 with
flexibility and continue in industrial environment. Which will compile importance function of checking transformer
has a fault occurs will be able to fix it in time by using FMEA concept. The FMEA function is developed by script
function on Ubidots server. The experimental performs by simulation with 3 phase transformer that has specification
50 Hz 250 kVA, 22 kV, 400/230 V Oil-immersed distribution transformer Hermetically Sealed Type. Which this
system offers a system for measuring various parameters record data on Ubidots server and monitor system value
in real-time via web application as shown on dashboard. System can notify via email and massager to user. The
advantage is that it can monitor status of transformer at any time via internet. Regardless of where the user is in
addition, the system offers data diagnostics and alert that guides users to solve initial problems when faults occurs
in transformer.

2. Condition monitoring of transformers

2.1. Temperature

Temperature is a key parameter that affects to the dielectric strength of the transformer. The temperature will
ncrease or decrease depend on pay load of transformer. Normally transformer has 2 temperature sensor and
ontact to measure winding temperature and top oil temperature. Moreover, top oil temperature is compared
ith ambient temperature then control cooling unit. Normally, PT100 RTD are used as temperature sensors to
easure temperature. This paper uses analog signal 4–20 mA to simulate signal for top-oil and ambient temperature

or prototype testing system. Normal operation, winding temperature should be not more than 15 ◦C of top oil
emperature.

.2. Oil level

Transformer oil is used for insulation and cooling the coil inside transformer body. It qualifies between diesel
uel and lubricant. It has breakdown voltage more than 30 KV (IEC165). While transferring heat, Fort function
f cooling can move out to transfer heat to the air around the transformer. In addition, it makes the coil wire and
ron core of transformer to be cooled off and makes the coil wire insulation well. The insulation between the high
nd low voltage coil is good. Heat resistant causing that insulation not to hot to burning point. The transformer oil
as a very long life, but the level must be checked. Normally transformer has oil level sensor and indicator inside

ransformer body.
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2.3. Pressure

The pressure inside transformer can be cause of short circuit inside the transformer. A short circuit occurs up
nside the transformer will be caused by a large arc within the transformer. The large arc will cause the transformer
il to produce gas vapor and will create continuously and rapidly high pressure which is called Dynamic Pressure
eak(DPP). Moreover, if the pressure increases quickly that indicates the air in the transformer body is leakage
ausing then dielectric to be reduced quickly. The pressure in the transformer body should be not exceed 0.2 bar.

.4. Power quantity

Power quantity parameters are monitoring including current (A), voltage (V), and electric power (kW, kVA,
VAR). In Thailand, Provincial Electricity Authority (PEA) allows the load consumption not over 80% of rated
urrent of the transformer and phase balancing should be not differ more than 20% of the average. IoT System
rchitecture

. IoT system architecture consists of 3 layers

.1. Physical layer

Sensors and instruments are installed inside and outside of transformer to measure the assigned parameters. Signal
rom physical devices that are discrete, analog, and Modbus are converted to digital data type such as boolean,
nteger, or double integer.

.2. Network layer

The network layer applies SIMATIC IoT2040 for collecting, and processing data. In addition, IoT2040 is installed
ode-RED and configured as gateway between the physical layer and Cloud server. Various protocols and signals

rom physical layer up to cloud like MQTT protocol.

.3. Application layer

Ubidots server is responsible for HMI and delivering specific alarm and alert services to the user. Users can
emote monitoring by smart phone, tablet, labtop, and PC.

. Remote monitoring system

.1. Hardware installation and configuration

The system has 2 main parts remote terminal unit (RTU) and cloud computing. RTU is a main part for processing
arious parameters of transformers. It gets signal from measurement equipment such as power meter, temperature
ensor, oil level sensor and pressure sensor. All parameters are collected then sent to Ubidots server by using

QTT protocol via internet network. In addition, diagnostic function, alarm, alert will be executed on proposed
cript function. FMEA concept is applied in order to diagnostic function. Remote monitoring for real time display
nd trend chart are created with Dashboard on Ubidots server. IoT2040 is used to be gateway for IoT system (see
igs. 1 and 2).

The variables used in the experiment are according to Tables 1 and 2.
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Fig. 1. Concept of IoT System Architecture.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of Proposed System.

Table 1. List of variable condition value to alarm and trip.

Variable monitor I/O channel Normal range Alarm Reference

Oil level (%) A0 4–20 mA 70%–95% <60 or >95% Maker
Pressure (Bar) A1 Discrete <0.2 bar >0.2 bar IEC 60076
Top-oil temperature (◦C) A2 4–20 mA 40–100 ◦C ≥105 ◦C IEC 60076
Ambient temperature (◦C) A3 4–20 mA 11–40 ◦C – IEC 60076
Winding (◦C) A4 4–20 mA 40–105 ◦C 110 ◦C IEC 60076
Power (kWh) Modbus RTU a + b + c = 250

kW
<237.5 kW and
>262.5 kW

PEA

<209 V and >231
V

Voltage (L-N) Modbus RTU 220 V <360 V and >400
V

PEA

>80% of rate
Voltage (L-L) Modbus RTU 380 V <360 V and >400

V
PEA

Current (A) Modbus RTU 288 A >288 PEA
Frequency (Hz) Modbus RTU 48.8–52.2 <48.8 and >52.2 PEA

4.2. Proposed condition monitoring based on FMEA

FMEA creates based on script function that enable to identify the alarm and failures of transformer. The
iagnostic function detects various parameters and compare with assigned value. If any value of parameters over
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Table 2. Failure Modes and Effect Analysis (FMEA) for the case study.

Name Function Mode Cause Effect Critically Remark

Oil level
indicator

Oil level
Checking

Oil level
too low

Oil level less
than set point, oil
leak

Reduce electrical
insulation and loss
of cooling the
winding coil inside.
Transformer will
overheat

Dangerous Have to check tank
of oil and add oil to
correct value, Check
leak

Oil level
too High

Overpressure
when the oil
expands

The oil pressure
inside increase and
trip occurs

Dangerous Check level of oil
and make to correct
value

Oil level
incorrection
level

Malfunction of
sensors and
calibration value
not corrected

False trip Safe Calibrate or replace
oil level indicators

or lower assigned value. The diagnostic function shows abnormal and critically status such as dangerous, safe.
Proposed system will send notification to relevant users via email or SMS. Moreover, collected value of parameters
will be stored on the cloud database by connection via GSM module or internet wireless network. Case study of
diagnostic alarm studies on oil level checking. Normal range of oil level is 70%–95% of full scale. Alarm range
is <60 or >95% of full scale. FMEA creates modes for oil level too low, oil level too high, Oil level incorrection
evel then the system notices message of cause and effect by email and SMS.

This system uses Node-RED to develop function to monitor parameters of transformer. Node-RED is a
rogramming tool for connecting hardware devices, Application programming interface (APIs) and online services.
ssigned parameters will be send to Ubidots server and user through dashboard of Ubidots via internet.

Fig. 3. Screen to configure the Node-RED Application.

Fig. 3 shows screen to configure the Node-RED application. Analog 0–5 V is converted to analog 4–20 mA
to analog input of IoT2040 by through R250 ohms. ModSim is used to simulate sending data to Node-RED.
Therefor any fault condition will alert message to user via email or SMS. The parameters of transformer as shown
on dashboard of Ubidots server.

5. Simulation and test results

All data of variables are sent from device to Ubidots server via Node-RED application. All variable values are
displayed on Dashboard in Ubidots server as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4a shows the parameters of transformer body such as oil level, pressure, and temperature. Fig. 4b shows
the electrical parameters that are phase voltage and current. The condition of alarm can be set on Ubidots’ event.
Case study of Condition alarm setting can be shown by Figs. 5a and 5b for sending message by email and SMS,
respectively (see Figs. 6a and 6b).
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Fig. 4a. Dashboard monitoring on Ubidots server Page 1.

Fig. 4b. Dashboard monitoring on Ubidots server Page 2.

Fig. 5a. Condition alarm setting on oil level and send message by email.

Fig. 5b. Condition alarm setting on oil level and SMS.

Fig. 6a. Alert message via email.
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Fig. 6b. Alert message via SMS.

6. Conclusion

The proposed system is beneficial for preventive maintain of transformer from any faults. This technique
can transform time-based maintenance to condition-based maintenance. Low cost and high-performance industrial
controller was been applied to collect and convert field data into information that enables for real time monitoring.
The system can monitor in real time via web application Dashboard of Ubidots server and recode data to cloud
server. Alarm and alert condition are developed by script function based on FMEA that can support users save a
time to solve the problem. In addition, the system can alert to the user via email, SMS.
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